
GROOMING TIPS FOR INTERVIEWS 

 
Do you consider yourself a well- groomed individual? How is grooming relevant for students              
appearing for interviews for banking, finance, Big 4, marketing?  
 
You can spend hours rehearsing your answers for a prospective job interview, and the soft               
skills that you wish to highlight in front of your interviewers. But your appearance needs as                
much polishing as your verbal answers to communicate this effectively. 
Grooming is a great way of non- verbal communication that speak volumes about you much               
before you start talking about yourself.  
 
In this article, we have put together some tips for power- dressing for interviews, most of                
which you must retain even after you crack the interview. 
 
 

10 Common Grooming Tips for Men and Women 
 

1. Wear closed shoes for interviews 
2. Ensure that your shoes are polished- Dirty or messy footwear leaves a negative             

impact about your attitude towards the job, especially for client- facing roles like             
front- office in banks, marketing jobs, etc.  

3. Clean, ironed, and well- fitted formal clothes are essential for any interview without             
an exception. Invest in a lint remover for dark colored formals to avoid looking              
unkempt 

4. Ensure that your fingernails are well- trimmed and shining clean  
5. Choose a neat hairstyle with your hair swept away from your face. Consider getting              

that hair- trim or salon visit that you have been postponing 
6. Leave flashy accessories behind for a different occasion- this includes watches with            

enormous dials and bright colors, jazzy handbags, or chunky, jangling jewelry 
7. Don’t wear strong fragrances and overwhelm your interview panel 
8. Bad breath can be quite putting off, especially during an interview where you cannot              

escape talking. Carry breath mints for sure, and avoid smoking at least 30 minutes              
before your interview 

9. Avoid showing off your body art and body piercings as they may leave a negative               
impression with more conservative interviewers 

10. Carry extra copies of your CV with you and keep the phone on silent mode before                
you step into the interview 

 
 

MEN  
A. Hair: This includes not just your hairstyling but grooming facial hair as well. If you               

maintain a moustache or a beard (and don’t wish to get rid of it), ensure it is well-                  
trimmed, clean and groomed.  

Consider getting a haircut a couple of days before the interview. You can’t afford a casual or                 
floppy hairstyle for professional fields like banking and investment management.          
Outgrown, ungroomed locks can make you look disheveled, untidy, and give the            
impression that you are a disorganized person. Try a matte styling product for a              
more natural look instead of hair creams and gels that leave a greased look. 



 
B. Outfit: Well- fitted, dark colored formals combined with matching shoes and belt are             

your best go- to options.  
Ensure that the color of your trousers matches with that of your suit. Although black is the                 

recommended color, you can choose a charcoal grey or navy colored suit with             
matching pants.  

You can never go wrong with a crisp white collared shirt, since it lends you a ‘formal’ look,                  
complements most skin tones and is easy to combine with other colors. Blue is              
another great color to choose.  

Ties can convey a lot about your personality, so choose smartly; red symbolizes passion,              
victory and dominance, hence a strong personality. Blue conveys confidence,          
stability and trust. Avoid too slim or too broad ties or flashy patterns. 

 
C. Shoes: Round- toed Oxford shoes in black or brown will complete the professional             

corporate image that you wish to project. Hence, closed shoes are a non- negotiable              
for interviews. Always remember to match the color of your belt with that of your               
shoes. Ensure your shoes are polished and shiny before you step into the interview              
room. Wear dark colored socks that blend well with the color of your suit. Opt for                
longer socks that don’t show your skin- yes, this is another important part of formal               
grooming so avoid ankle length socks. 

 
D. Accessories: These will help to enhance your overall look of a smart professional.             

Team your outfit with a quality watch and cuff links for a put- together look. Since                
you may need to carry a few documents like your CVs, you can choose to carry a slim                  
envelope bag or briefcase with a clearly defined outline.  

Keep a pen handy. Tuck a clean handkerchief in your suit pocket.  
 

E. Fragrances: Keep it simple here. You must smell pleasant at all times, especially for              
an interview. 

As we mentioned earlier, avoid strong fragrances but you can wear a cologne (dab on your                
handkerchief first before touching it to your skin) or just stick with a deodorant to               
stay fresh and dry. 

 

WOMEN 
A. Hair: Since the length of women’s hair generally varies, you can choose from a range               

of hairstyles from a sleek ponytail to a side bun. If you prefer to leave your hair                 
down, keep it behind your shoulders so it does not get into your face and becomes a                 
distraction. Again, if you plan to get a haircut, get it 3-5 days in advance keeping in                 
mind the interview date. Err on the side of being late by a few minutes than showing                 
up with wet hair. 

 
B. Outfit: For formal interviews, you can choose between a pant suit or a skirt suit               

teamed with a white or a light colored shirt. A shirt with a plunging neckline can send                 
an undesirable message in an interview, so it’s a complete no-no. You can also opt               
for a chic dress but the hemline should not be more than four inches above the knee.                 
We cannot stress enough on the importance of well- fitted attire.  

 



C. Shoes: The thumb rule of closed shoes applies here as well. You can bring out your                
heels as long as they are comfortable to walk in. In terms of color, dark shades like                 
black and brown would work best, depending upon the color of your outfit .              
However, if you are applying for a creative role in a more informal set up, feel free to                  
experiment with other peppy colors! 

 
 

D. Makeup: This is an important aspect of grooming for the professional environment,            
and reflects that you are serious about the job. Fresh natural tones for makeup will               
help keeping it simple and stylish. Avoid wearing very heavy mascaras or thick fake              
lashes which will draw attention for the wrong reasons. Same goes for other             
enhancers like the lenses that make your eye appear larger. 

Clean, well- shaped nails with neutral colored or transparent nail polish are not only              
reflective of good hygiene but help you look meticulous. Avoid impossibly long nails             
for this event! 

 
E. Accessories: Carry handbags or envelope bags with a well- structured outline for a             

sharp look. Leather bags looks classy and you can consider investing in one if you               
have the money to spare. Add a nice wrist watch to complete your formal look. You                
must carry a pen and a notepad with you. 

Since we need to avoid flashy jewelry, you can go for a pair of pearl earrings. Choose a                  
slender necklace or a string of pearls over any other neckpieces.  

 
F. Scents: This being about hygiene, the same rules apply as for men. Stick with light               

fragrances and use deodorants over heavy perfumes. Pop a breath mint before            
stepping in for the interview. 

 
 
This is our grooming checklist for interviews. Do let us know what you think about this                
article. 
We have a separate piece on the checklist for interviews that you might want to check. 
 
Remember, the idea is to leave a lasting impact on your interviewers without letting your               
appearance be the only reason why they remember you! 
 
  
 

 


